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About This Game

You crash on a small island, where you need to get your first food and build shelter. Beware, there are many dangers on the
islands.

Build, explore, and survive.
The world of the game is quite vast. A few islands surrounding the beginning, including those that are extremely unfriendly to

you, but with some benefits that you will not find on others.
Not every plant and every animal is positive towards you.

Your statistics are growing by practice. The more often we cut a tree, the faster we cut it. The more often we receive injuries,
the more we become resistant to them over time. Animals and "Others" also have such a possibility. Keep this in mind and be

careful of decisions.
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Title: Uncanny Islands
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Qucheza
Publisher:
Qucheza
Release Date: 2 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual-Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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worked for the first day, after that it just opens a small window that has "growl affect" at the top, an even smaller window of a
grid, then an even smaller window in that of just a white box.. + the graphics are actually quite nice
+ very good looking letter achievements
- sounds are annoying, inconsistent volume in menu and game
- barely any UI, there's not even health or ammo indicators
- no help or tutorial, still have no idea how to change the camera angle like in the video or about weapon stats

Clearly not worth its money. Only go for it if you want those letter achievements for your profile (there are 90% coupons for
this).. The initial trailer (which has been removed) showed gameplay that does not seem to exist in the game. Total crap.. This is
a good time!

  The gameplay is actually quite simple once you get the hang of it. You are a robot that has starting skills and you can keep
doing missions to get points to apply to those skills. The skills are explained in the game and aren't complicated.

  The music I personally find catchy and the controls are intuitive. The graphics some might knock but they're a style on their
own.. Odd ball game, honestly. It's a wonky shooter but it has some interesting mechanics and an alright story but it lacks serious
fixing and polish. Buy at a reduced price and you'll get some fun out of a playthrough or two.. I bought this loco for 9 USD on
sale, and I was quite surprised. A few people I had talked to said this model was outdated, poor sounds ,etc, but for some reason,
I found myself thouroughly enjoying it! I like the variety of Liveries available in this pack, my favorites being the NSE
"Toothpaste" and the "Dutch" Engineering. I also LOVE the sounds of those classic Sulzer engines thumping away. The one
thing I found with the locomotive that I did NOT like, was that as soon as you put a few cars on the rear, it bogs the engine
WAY down. I was running a stopping service on the Great Western Mainline, with 5 coaches, and could only get upto 60 in a
distance of 2 miles.

Overall, I would definitely recommend this locomotive for purchase, though I can't say as though I would buy it for full price,
just as it IS a little outdated. Final rating= 8.5\/10

Also, if you want to take this locomotive to the next level, you should buy the  Armstrong Powerhouse Class 33 Sound Pack\t.
This completely revamps the sound set, and makes the 33 among the best-sounding in game!
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A nice & short introductory VR experience. Great mocap on the models.. Scenery is very low resolution, and the joystick
controls are opposite of FSX (pull back and it dives). No way to customize controls to liking.. This is not portal, this is not
magrunner, this is a standalone game with its own story. Yes, it's in the same category. And as a member of the First-Person
Puzzle family this one is very good. The atmosphere is very good. The choices matters. It's a shame that this game did not get
more publicity.. The one aspect of this I was looking foward to was a neutral steer skid steer, to use in the biogas plant.
The skid steer doesnt pivot steer :( You need to be moving forward (or backwards) to steer. It is also tricky to use when trying to
load silage into the biogas plant hopper, because the boom only just reaches high enough (and even then you need to tilt the
bucket all the way back)

Other than this, it is a fun little pack to have :). Wizard guy won't even lift his hand to move a chain out of his face, is stiff as a
board and completely silent even while falling to his death, and wears robes he probably bought second hand from the Spanish
Inquisition.

In other words, it's great.. Big time souls fan, and I have been eyeing this game for ages. Finally got it and I found out that the
framerate turns it into a slideshow on the lowest settings, whereas other games run just fine on high settings. Now that Sekiro is
out there is no reason to try to suffer through this mess of a PC port. Guys this game is completely online and there are no
player on steam. If you buy it you can just practice on your own. There is even no single player mode !
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